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T H E  S E A R C H  IS  O N ... Lawrence University  
Musical Productions 
Cuts Hair
By Rachel Baus
By C. Schmidt
The Residential Life Staff is 
now interviewing candidates 
for Residence Hall Directors. 
The present RHD’s from Sage, 
Colman, and Kohler are leav­
ing at the end of this school 
year, and all three will need to 
be replaced.
But who could replace our 
beloved RHD’s? Lawrence is 
looking for people who get 
along well with students and 
could represent the school 
well, as they need to be a liai­
son between the staff and stu­
dents. The candidates must 
be mature role models, have 
good leadership and interper­
sonal skills, and understand 
and support the living and 
studying environment of LU 
students. They also must be 
able to handle the responsibil­
ity of runninga residence hall, 
which includes supervising a 
front-desk staff, an RLA staff, 
hall security, and many other 
people. All in all, RHD’s have 
to be multi-talented and will­
ing to use those talents.
Finding people like this can 
be difficult, but the Residen­
tial Life Staff has the job well 
under control. Earlier this 
year, interested RHD candi­
dates gathered at the Oshkosh 
Placement Exchange, where 
Lawrence staff interviewed 
about 50 of them. A lucky 
eight out of those 50 were in­
vited to the Lawrence campus 
for further interviews, which 
are still occurring.
During the 24-hour indi- 
(RHD cont. on p. 12)
Lawrence University Musi­
cal Productions had planned 
to produce the musical “Hair” 
at the end of this month. How­
ever, circumstances such as 
lack of organization, people 
quitting due to time con­
straints, lack of discipline and 
the immense size ofthe project 
forced “Hair” to be cancelled. 
Scott Fuller, president of 
L.U.M.P., finds this very dis­
appointing. When speaking 
of L.U.M.P., Fuller said, 
“Without a doubt, there’s a 
need for this organization and 
that was demonstrated by the 
enthusiasm shown. But be­
cause of circumstances, it 
failed—this year.”
L.U.M.P. plans to continue 
offering Broadway musicals as 
an alternative to the 
university’s usual theater and 
opera productions. From this 
year’s experiences, a lot was 
learned about how L.U.M.P. 
can create an outlet for Broad­
way theater at Lawrence. 
Soon L.U.M.P. will be making 
plans for next year.
Success next year depends 
in part on LUCC L.U.M.P. 
was given money from LUCC 
for “Hair.” According to Gina 
Perri, Treasurer of LUCC, 
money was allocated for a spe­
cific purpose. Since it will not
be used for the purpose it was 
intended, LUCC policy re­
quires that the remaining 
money be given back. Ac­
cording to Perri, L.U.M.P. is 
welcome to apply for funds 
next year, hut they will take 
into account that the project 
thisyearfell through and that 
money was spent which LUCC 
cannot get back.
“Hair” was too big of a project 
for L.U.M.P. and the resources 
of LU’s theater department. 
With its small budget, two fac­
ulty members, and minimal 
facilities, Lawrence’s theater 
department feels ignored by 
the administration. As a con­
trast, the art department is 
thriving on the attention it 
receives. A new building, 
seven professors for art and 
art history, and recent auc­
tion of student art work has 
generated a lot of enthusiasm 
and success for the art depart­
ment.
A liberal arts education in­
cludes the theater. L.U.M.P. 
wants to fill some of the gaps 
that students see in their the­
ater department. Although 
the cancellation of “Hair” was 
a setback, L.U.M.P. plans to 
produce a successful show next 
year.
Ken Daniel, class of '91, directs the Gospel Choir in Sunday evening's concert. (Photo by
Roger Duncan)
The King Case Comes to Lawrence
On the evening of May 3, a 
community forum was held in 
Riverview Lounge to discuss 
the events which had taken 
place after the Rodney King 
decision, which acquitted four 
officers ofthe videotaped beat­
ing of King. The forum was 
opened by senior Josh 
Chassman with a moment of 
silence for those harmed in 
the Los Angeles riots and with 
the words of Jefferson: “A 
little rebellion, now and then,
Perkins, Judge Joseph Troy, 
student Leigh Newland, 
Criminal Defense Attorney 
John Peterson, and Professor 
of History Ruth Friedman. 
The entire panel expressed 
more than disappointment in 
the acquittal decision. Chief 
Gorski was “shocked” at the 
actions of the L.A. police in 
the video; however, he was 
not surprised at the jury’s ver­
dict. Through 30 years of po­
lice service, he has become
diet was echoed by Dean 
Perkins, but from a much dif-
L a w r e n c e ’s 
150 years . . .  
“Racism, Par  
Excellence. ”
L______________________
is a good thing.
The forum’s panel was com­
posed of student Sheryl 
Henderson, Appleton Chief of 
Police David Gorski, Dean of 
Multi-Cultural Affairs Herb
aware that juries will do things 
that cannot be predicted. 
Gorski also added that police 
are not trained to do what 
happened in the King case. 
The lack of suprise on the ver-
ferent perspective.
In what sounded like a tired 
yet angry voice, Dean Perkins 
said he held “indifference” to 
the acquittal for it was just 
another example ofthe “same
old, same old” treatment of 
blacks in this society. The 
violence was also no surprise. 
The riots were the “feelings of 
disenfranchisement; outpour­
ing of anger drawingfrom past 
experiences with police and 
with many members of the 
community.” Perkins does not 
condone the attacks on people 
in the L.A. violence, but he 
understands the expressions 
of violence.
Judge Troy, the self-pro- 
claimed representative of “the 
System,” said that in even the 
strangest decisions he has 
heard delivered by juries there 
is always some sort of rational 
explanation. Although no one
knows the actual transcripts- 
of the case, Judge Troy could 
not see any rational explana­
tion. If Troy was the repre­
sentative of “the System,” then 
Criminal Defense Attorney 
John Peterson was the “gue­
rilla” fighting it, as he put it. 
Peterson felt that this case 
represented the widening 
“gap”between the social struc­
tures. He said that people in 
this area cannot believe that 
something like the police ac­
tions and the King verdict 
could happen. Both Troy and 
Peterson believed that this is 
not the end of the “story” and 
the actions taken by the Fed- 
(King cont on p. 4)
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From the Editor's desk
The Lawrentian has often been accused of printing old 
news and never introducing any controversial ideas and 
news to the campus. Let me put the question to you as the 
reader, What, at Lawrence, do you find controversial and 
news worthy? What do you see around you that has the 
makings of a good news story?
The Lawrentian is always looking for something new 
and exciting to write about, but the Lawrence campus 
seems to have difficulty in getting itself involved in any 
controversial endeavors. There are those brief moments 
when someone seems to wake up and make an effort to 
present their opinion and take a stand on an issue, but 
nothing ever seems to take shape. On Sunday May 3 a 
forum was held in Riverview Lounge, the topic of the 
conversation being the verdict in the Rodney King trial 
and the resulting race riots that were taking place accross 
the United States. Wow! people at Lawrence were inter­
ested in what was going on outside their little sheltered 
world of Appleton. Mayb eThe Lawrentian would finally be 
able to discuss some controversial issues that had been 
brought up by Lawrence students. The forum came and 
went, and issues that concerned some were discussed, but 
just as the forum came and went, so did the ambitions of 
the students to pursue any of the questions they had. 
Lawrence, as pathetic as it may sound, will probably not 
have a race riot on campus. The fact that a riot may never 
occur may please the Administration and make Lawrence 
a "safer" place to live, but what has happened to the 
ambitious student or group of students who want to change 
policy or make their mark on the world by standing up for 
what they believe? Why doesn't Lawrence seem to make 
use of its diverse, intellectual student body, and instead of 
ridiculing The Lawrenec Difference, why can't students 
concentrate on making a difference. Wake up Lawrence! 
There is a world going around you and your letting it pass 
you by, besides if no one starts doing anything interesting 
, our job as editors becomes reltively boring and we start 
writing editorials snch as the one vou have iust finished 
reading.
T he  L aw rentian
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D ear Editor:
Several months ago, the 
small group of individuals who 
published a little paper called 
The Other were given money 
by LUCC for the purpose of 
helping to fund the produc­
tion and publication of their 
thoughts and feeling regard­
ing certain, oflen touchy, so­
cial and political matters. 
Their latest release was circu­
lated some time ago. Since 
then, there has not been much 
indication or promise that any 
new material, in the form of 
an actual paper, is forthcom­
ing.
That is not, however, to say 
that we have heard nothing at 
all of The Other since its last 
issue was published. For we 
have oflen seen it prominently 
cited by other organizations 
and productions as one of their 
generous sponsors. So it 
seems, at least, that the people 
in charge of The Other are 
spending much of their time 
and LUCC - granted funds on 
sponsoring other purposes, 
rather than on the purpose 
purported by them to be the 
rationale for LUCC funding 
them: that is, publishing an 
alternative campus newspa­
per.
I have by no means great 
knowledge of the politics and 
workings of LUCC and the 
other organizations in and 
around Lawrence. As far as 
my really limited knowledge 
goes. The Other was not given 
money for the purpose ofhand- 
ing it out to whomever it 
pleases; in fact, as far as I 
know, LUCC gave The Other
money on the condition that 
the people in charge of The 
Other spend that money only 
on producing a paper every so 
oflen.
I am probably wrong about 
all this; for one wouldn’t think 
that folks-apparently so sen­
sitive to things like trust and 
fairness and equality-would 
be willing to spend money 
given to them by LUCC on 
things that LUCC did not 
specify as appropriate.
Scott Senn
Dear Editor:
The ideas presented to us in 
our classes have value by vir­
tue of an objective consensus. 
The substance and inherent 
worth of Sciences, Humani­
ties, and Arts do not depend 
upon who happens to be pre­
senting them. In that respect, 
it doesn’t matter who teaches 
a class as long as that person 
is effective. But it’s equally 
true that the personalities of 
teachers affect the ways that 
students interact with them. 
The diversity of perspective 
thathas grown fromtheirper- 
sonal experiences affects the 
ways in which they choose to 
challenge our certainties and 
prejudices.
I respect the efforts made by 
some departments of the uni­
versity to address inequitable 
male/female ratios among the 
faculty. In many cases, it’s 
beginning to look like a seri­
ous effort to reflect the real 
world. What I would really 
love to know, however, is this: 
Why is the faculty still, with 
so few exceptions, so very
white?
It would enhance both the 
substance and the image of 
the university if it would cor­
rect this imbalance. I’d like to 
see that accomplished in a 
manner that would not sug­
gest tokenism. I find it curi­
ous that when people “of 
color” are found among the 
faculty, they are generally re­
stricted to disciplines that cor­
respond to their ethnicity. 
How about employing Hispan- 
ics OUTSIDE the Spanish de­
partment, for example, or 
Chinese women teaching  
something BESIDES Chinese 
language and Indian women 
expert in something OTHER 
than Hinduism or Buddhism? 
How about black men not 
limited to multi-cultural semi­
nars or African literature? 
How about black women, any­
where?
Having lived in this area for 
much of my life, I’m aware of 
what Lawrence represents to 
the local communities. It pro­
vokes a mix of pride, intimida­
tion, envy, and mild curiosity. 
But, more than anything, it is 
irrelevant to most of us who 
live around here. We seldom 
see any connection to the com­
mon world in which “regular 
people” live. It is clearly on a 
pedestal, in a position that 
many locals know is beyond 
their reach.
I’m sincerely grateful for the 
opportunity to have seen 
Lawrence from within its pe­
rimeter, as a student, for the 
past three years. I’ve devel­
oped an emotional interest in 
(Letters cont. on p. 3)
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L a w re n c e  In d ic u s Where’s the Art?
This is the year of the Un­
politician. Un-politicians are 
entering the political arena 
just like 7-UP once swept the 
market as the Un-cola—the 
effect of which is still evident 
with the upcoming release of 
“Crystal Pepsi,” a Pepsi that 
is supposed to make you feel 
healthier about drinking it 
because it is clear, not brown. 
Is 7-UP, or Crystal Pepsi, re­
ally better for you, or is it just 
a thirst for change in a stag­
nant world that is making 
people with no political expe­
rience look tastier than the 
dusty incumbents9
It really started with the 
Clarence Thomas affair. 
Relatively unknown women 
watched Ted Kennedy and 
his good ol* buddies sit there 
hour after hour making an 
absolute travesty of what 
should have been a simple 
affair and decided to run 
against those candidates who 
were up for re-election. 
Chances for all of them look 
pretty good. They have little 
or no political experience; 
their marketing points are 
that they a) are not those old 
men, b) are women who pos­
sess common sense, and c) 
they have no political experi­
ence. The public wants 
change, and what change
by Greg Trimper
could be more fundamental? 
Experience in politics is no 
longer a plus, as far as the 
common voter is concerned.
Then we had the check- 
bouncing scandal. And then 
the Congressional Pharmacy 
with free prescriptions, the 
Congressional Recreation 
Center with no women’s fa­
cilities, the free airplane 
flights, the free housing, the 
self-voted pay raises— the list 
goes on and on. It seems that 
not only is your federal politi­
cian in politics for the ben­
efits from  his people, not the 
service to his people, but also 
that they have no concept of 
what their electing public is 
experiencing: recession. 
They are living the high life 
off of our hard-earned dol­
lars, while we get deeper and 
deeper in debt. Democracy? 
Ha.
In response to all this, un­
knowns have risen up to face 
incumbent senators and rep­
resen tatives in d istricts  
across the U.S. Being female, 
non-affluent, non-white, and 
especially unexperienced are 
the selling points of these ris­
ing politicians. They go door 
to door. Their kids are in the 
same schools as yours. They 
drive Oldsmobiles and Dodge
But I see that it is up on that 
pedestal primarily because 
Lawrence, collectively, places 
itself there. Given local com­
petition, occupying the cul­
tural high ground does not 
strike me as a completely sat­
isfying achievement. I'd like 
to see Lawrence less insulated 
from the “real world." I don’t 
mean the xenophobic real 
world of Sappy Valley; I mean 
the world in which diversity of 
background and opinion isrec- 
ognized as reality rather than 
as an occasionally interesting 
deviation. I’d like to see it live 
up to its self-image as a chal­
lenger of intellectual compla­
cency and dogmatism. If it’s 
going to sit on a pedestal, I’d 
like to make sure that it looks 
good up there. Though color is 
hardly the most consistent 
marker of diversity, I think a 
little less “whiteness” around 
here would go a long way. And 
I don’t think that we do any­
one a service by immediately 
assuming our position s as “tra­
ditionalists” versus “multi- 
culturalists.”
I’m not interested in a per­
sonal response from any of the 
accomplished rhetoricians 
who might feel compelled to 
rationalize the status quo. It 
didn’t wash when the faculty 
was overwhelmingly male, 
and it doesn’t wash now that 
they are overwhelmingly 
white. I don’t really care to 
hear the tired refrain of “We 
can’t seem to find qualified 
blacks/Asians/Hispanics who 
are willing to live here,” as if 
moving to Appleton is 
ANYone’s cherished dream. 
And if people of color are not 
applying to Lawrence, I sug­
gest that there are significant 
problems in our recruiting 
strategies. I just hope that 
questions of realistic racial 
representation are addressed, 
privately, publicly, and repeat­
edly, until there’s no need to 
ask them.
Paul Konetzke
Minivans, not BMWs and 
limos. And, hopefully, they 
will win, and when they win, 
will not, surrounded by the 
luxury of the Congress, for­
get what got them there— 
their un-status.
But what about President? 
What are our choices? Bush— 
the Education President 
(snicker). Clinton—the “I 
didn’t inhale, but I’m still in 
touch with youth, see?” can­
didate (snicker, snicker). And 
finally Perot, who is a remark­
able businessman, and while 
trying to say he has no politi­
cal experience, does have 
quite a bit. Perot is different 
from the other two, though. 
He is the only non-career poli­
tician. He has, in my eyes, a 
big advantage over the other 
two—he is involved in poli­
tics to fix the economy and 
congressional process, while 
the other two, as career poli­
ticians, are in politics to fur­
ther their own careers, their 
own being the key words. 
Given the choice of the three, 
my vote is with Perot—at 
least if he screws up, he won’t 
have a political party keep­
ing him in. Unlike Bush or 
Clinton, he will not run for 
re-election if he doesn’t war­
rant it. And when in doubt, 
vote them out.
by Mike Wendt
I have noticed a slight dif­
ference in the advertisements 
for Celebrate! ’92. In past 
years, Celebrate! has been 
billed as a “Spring Festival of 
the Arts.” A more appropriate 
title might have been “Spring 
Festival Devoid of the Arts.” 
This year, however, the Cel­
ebrate! promoters have made 
an appropriate change in bill­
ing it as merely a “Spring Fes­
tival.”
For a college that prides it­
self on its promotion of the 
arts, particularly music, it 
seems ironic that Lawrence 
sponsors a beerfest/craft show 
like Celebrate!.
During my first year at 
Lawrence, I was glad to dis­
cover that Lawrence had a 
“Festival of the Arts.” The 
arts center in the small city 
close to where I grew up spon­
sored an arts festival every 
summer.
Artists from all over the 
Midwest came to sell their cre­
ations. There was painting, 
pottery, sculpture, music, ex­
otic foods, and even a card- 
board-boat regatta on Lake 
Michigan.
With all of this in mind, I 
attended my first Celebrate! 
As you might imagine,! was a 
bit disappointed. Tie-dyed tee- 
shirts, fuzzy refrigerator mag­
nets with googley eyes, and 
country-western music are not 
art.
This is not to say that there 
is no art at Celebrate!; it just 
requires looking behind a lot 
of beer tents and refrigerator- 
magnet salespeople. It seems 
that Lawrence, seemingly the
source of quite a bit of art and 
culture in the Fox Valley, gives 
a back seat to the arts.
A perfect example of how 
art is ignored are the com­
plaints raised last year by the 
participants of the classical 
stage. Poor and insufficient 
equipment produced many 
problems for them.
I understand that the clas­
sical stage will appear in 
Harper Hall this year, well 
removed from the festivities. 
No doubt this move is prob­
ably partially related to the 
problems experienced last 
year.
When discussing this issue 
with various students, many 
suggest that my idea of an 
arts festival might not be very 
popular with the Appleton 
townspeople. This is a kind of 
condescending attitude that 
seems to assume that the resi­
dents of the Fox Valley are 
uncultured slobs.
Lawrence should see Cel­
ebrate! as an opportunity to 
increase awareness of both 
students and area residents 
to the arts.
I am not suggesting terribly 
revolutionary changes. I 
would like to see more artists 
with booths at Celebrate!. It 
would not be difficult to find 
artists because there are 
people who spend all summer 
traveling to various art fairs 
and festivals throughout the 
Midwest. I would even guess 
that there are some artists 
right here in Appleton.
I would also like to see more 
attention given to the classi- 
(Celebrate! cont. on p. 12)
Lottery circus
Once again, we are past 
the annual housing lottery 
circus. Standing in line 
once a year for an hour to 
determine your housing 
fate may not seem so pain­
ful, but this process could 
be made a bit more stream­
lined.
Why are 1000 students 
asked to converge on one 
place to draw their lottery 
numbers? Wouldn’t there 
be less confusion and, most 
of all, less waiting in line, 
if each class drew their 
numbers at a different lo­
cation? This way, it would 
be necessary to fight with 
less than 300 people for a 
place in line rather than 
almost 1000.
We certainly do not lack the 
space for this undertaking. 
Seniors^and, super seniors 
could draw their numbers in 
Riverview, juniors in the Rec 
Center, and sophomores in 
Youngchild 161. There are 
other locations, but these three 
are central and seem most con­
venient.
Convocation attendance
It is really disappointing to 
see such poor attendance at 
the University convocations. 
The University pays (actually, 
we do, indirectly) big money to 
attract interesting speakers.
It is not uncommon to hear 
the words “I don’t go to the 
convocations because they are 
always lame” flow from a 
student's mouth. Granted, all
of the speakers are not inter­
esting or provocative. A few 
Philip Glasses are inevitable. 
You cannot, however, know 
th is until you hear the  
speaker.
Another common phrase 
heard from students is, MI 
just don’t have time to go to 
the convocations.” This an­
cient college student cop-out 
can be translated as “The 
latest issue of Sports Illus­
trated just arrived and must 
be read.”
The convocation series is 
one of the things that sets 
Lawrence apart from other 
schools. It is really sad to see 
more faculty attending a con­
vocation than students when 
there are ten times more stu­
dents.
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From the Editor's desk
The Lawrentian has often been accused of printing old 
news and never introducing any controversial ideas and 
news to the campus. Let me put the question to you as the 
reader, What, at Lawrence, do you find controversial and 
news worthy? What do you see around you that has the 
makings of a good news story7
The Lawrentian is always looking for something new 
and exciting to write about, but the Lawrence campus 
seems to have difficulty in getting itself involved in any 
controversial endeavors. There are those brief moments 
when someone seems to wake up and make an effort to 
present their opinion and take a stand on an issue, but 
nothing ever seems to take shape. On Sunday May 3 a 
forum was held in Riverview Ixninge, the topic of the 
conversation being the verdict in the Rodney King trial 
and the resulting race riots that were taking place accross 
the United States. Wow! people at Lawrence were inter­
ested in what was going on outside their little sheltered 
world of Appleton. Maybe TV?*’ Lawrentian would finally be 
able to discuss some controversial issues that had been 
brought up by Lawrence students. The forum came and 
went, and issues that concerned some were discussed, but 
just as the forum came and went, so did the ambitions of 
the students to pursue any of the questions they had. 
Lawrence, as pathetic as it may sound, will probably not 
have a race riot on campus. The fact that a riot may never 
occur may please the Administration and make Lawrence 
a "safer" place to live, but what has happened to the 
ambitious student or group of students who want tochange 
policy or make their mark on the world by standing up for 
what they believe? Why doesn't Lawrence seem to make 
use of its diverse, intellectual student body, and instead of 
ridiculing The Lawrenec Difference, why can’t students 
concentrate on making a difference. Wake up Lawrence! 
There is a world going around you and your letting it pass 
you by, besides if no one starts doing anything interesting 
, our job as editors becomes reltively boring and we start 
writing editorials surh as the one vou have nist, finished 
reading.
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D ear Editor:
Several months ago, the 
small group of individuals who 
published a little paper called 
The Other were given money 
by LUCC for the purpose of 
helping to fund the produc­
tion and publication of their 
thoughts and feeling regard­
ing certain, oflen touchy, so­
cial and political matters. 
Their latest release was circu­
lated some time ago. Since 
then, there has not been much 
indication or promise that any 
new material, in the form of 
an actual paper, is forthcom­
ing.
That is not, however, to say 
that we have heard nothing at 
all of The Other since its last 
issue was published. For we 
have oflen seen it prominently 
cited by other organizations 
and productions as one of their 
generous sponsors. So it 
seems, at least, that the people 
in charge of The Other are 
spending much of their time 
and LUCC - granted funds on 
sponsoring other purposes, 
rather than on the purpose 
purported by them to be the 
rationale for LUCC funding 
them: that is, publishing an 
alternative campus newspa­
per.
I have by no means great 
knowledge of the politics and 
workings of LUCC and the 
other organizations in and 
around Lawrence. As far as 
my really limited knowledge 
goes. The Other was not given 
money for the purpose ofhand- 
ing it out to whomever it 
pleases; in fact, as far as I 
know, LUCC gave The Other
money on the condition that 
the people in charge of The 
Other spend that money only 
on producing a paper every so 
oflen.
I am probably wrong about
all this; for one wouldn’t think 
that folks-apparently so sen­
sitive to things like trust and 
fairness and equality-would 
be willing to spend money 
given to them by LUCC on 
things that LUCC did not 
specify as appropriate.
Scott Senn
Dear Editor:
The ideas presented to us in 
our classes have value by vir­
tue of an objective consensus. 
The substance and inherent 
worth of Sciences, Humani­
ties, and Arts do not depend 
upon who happens to be pre­
senting them. In that respect, 
it doesn’t matter who teaches 
a class as long as that person 
is effective. But it’s equally 
true that the personalities of 
teachers affect the ways that 
students interact with them. 
The diversity of perspective 
that has grown from their per­
sonal experiences affects the 
ways in which they choose to 
challenge our certainties and 
prejudices.
I respect the efforts made by 
some departments of the uni­
versity to address inequitable 
male/female ratios among the 
faculty. In many cases, it’s 
beginning to look like a seri­
ous effort to reflect the real 
world. What I would really 
love to know, however, is this: 
Why is the faculty still, with 
so few exceptions, so very
white?
It would enhance both the 
substance and the image of 
the university if it would cor­
rect this imbalance. I’d like to 
see that accomplished in a 
manner that would not sug­
gest tokenism. I find it curi­
ous that when people “of 
color” are found among the 
faculty, they are generally re­
stricted to disciplines that cor­
respond to their ethnicity. 
How about employing Hispan- 
ics OUTSIDE the Spanish de­
partment, for example, or 
Chinese women teaching  
something BESIDES Chinese 
language and Indian women 
expert in something OTHER 
than Hinduism or Buddhism? 
How about black men not 
limited to multi-cultural semi­
nars or African literature? 
How about black women, any­
where?
Having lived in this area for 
much of my life, I’m aware of 
what Lawrence represents to 
the local communities. It pro­
vokes a mix of pride, intimida­
tion, envy, and mild curiosity. 
But, more than anything, it is 
irrelevant to most of us who 
live around here. We seldom 
see any connection to the com­
mon world in which “regular 
people” live. It is clearly on a 
pedestal, in a position that 
many locals know is beyond 
their reach.
I’m sincerely grateful for the 
opportunity to have seen 
Lawrence from within its pe­
rimeter, as a student, for the 
past three years. I’ve devel­
oped an emotional interest in 
(Letters cont. on p. 3)
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L a w re n c e  In d ic u s Where's the Art?
This is the year of the Un­
politician. Un-politicians are 
entering the political arena 
just like 7-UP once swept the 
market as the Un-cola—the 
effect of which is still evident 
with the upcoming release of 
“Crystal Pepsi,” a Pepsi that 
is supposed to make you feel 
healthier about drinking it 
because it is clear, not brown. 
Is 7-UP, or Crystal Pepsi, re­
ally better for you, or is it just 
a thirst for change in a stag­
nant world that is making 
people with no political expe­
rience look tastier than the 
dusty incumbents9
It really started with the 
Clarence Thomas affair. 
Relatively unknown women 
watched Ted Kennedy and 
his good ol’ buddies sit there 
hour after hour making an 
absolute travesty of what 
should have been a simple 
affair and decided to run 
against those candidates who 
were up for re-election. 
Chances for all of them look 
pretty good. They have little 
or no political experience; 
their marketing points are 
that they a) are not those old 
men, b) are women who pos­
sess common sense, and c) 
they have no political experi­
ence. The public wants 
change, and what change
by Greg Trimper
could be more fundamental? 
Experience in politics is no 
longer a plus, as far as the 
common voter is concerned.
Then we had the check- 
bouncing scandal. And then 
the Congressional Pharmacy 
with free prescriptions, the 
Congressional Recreation 
Center with no women’s fa­
cilities, the free airplane 
flights, the free housing, the 
self-voted pay raises— the list 
goes on and on. It seems that 
not only is your federal politi­
cian in politics for the ben­
efits from his people, not the 
service to his people, but also 
that they have no concept of 
what their electing public is 
experiencing; recession. 
They are living the high life 
off of our hard-earned dol­
lars, while we get deeper and 
deeper in debt. Democracy? 
Ha.
In response to all this, un­
knowns have risen up to face 
incumbent senators and rep­
resen tatives in d istricts  
across the U.S. Beingfemale, 
non-affluent, non-white, and 
especially unexperienced are 
the selling points of these ris­
ing politicians. They go door 
to door. Their kids are in the 
same schools as yours. They 
drive Oldsmobiles and Dodge
But I see that it is up on that 
pedestal primarily because 
Lawrence, collectively, places 
itself there. Given local com­
petition, occupying the cul­
tural high ground does not 
strike me as a completely sat­
isfying achievement. I’d like 
to see Lawrence less insulated 
from the “real world." I don’t 
mean the xenophobic real 
world of Sappy Valley; I mean 
the world in which diversity of 
background and opinion is rec­
ognized as reality rather than 
as an occasionally interesting 
deviation. I’d like to see it live 
up to its self-image as a chal­
lenger of intellectual compla­
cency and dogmatism. If it’s 
going to sit on a pedestal, I’d 
like to make sure that it looks 
good up there. Though color is 
hardly the most consistent 
marker of diversity, I think a 
little less “whiteness” around 
here would go a long way. And 
I don’t think that we do any­
one a service by immediately 
assumingour positions as “tra­
ditionalists” versus “multi- 
culturalists."
I’m not interested in a per­
sonal response from any of the 
accomplished rhetoricians 
who might feel compelled to 
rationalize the status quo. It 
didn’t wash when the faculty 
was overwhelmingly male, 
and it doesn’t wash now that 
they are overwhelmingly 
white. I don’t really care to 
hear the tired refrain of “We 
can’t seem to find qualified 
blacks/Asians/Hispanics who 
are willing to live here,” as if 
moving to Appleton is 
ANYone’s cherished dream. 
And if people of color are not 
applying to Lawrence, I sug­
gest that there are significant 
problems in our recruiting 
strategies. I just hope that 
questions of realistic racial 
representation are addressed, 
privately, publicly, and repeat­
edly, until there’s no need to 
ask them.
Paul Konetzke
Minivans, not BMWs and 
limos. And, hopefully, they 
will win, and when they win, 
will not, surrounded by the 
luxury of the Congress, for­
get what got them there— 
their un-status.
But what about President? 
What are our choices? Bush— 
the Education President 
(snicker). Clinton—the “I 
didn’t inhale, but I’m still in 
touch with youth, see?” can­
didate (snicker, snicker). And 
finally Perot, who is a remark­
able businessman, and while 
tryingtosay he has no politi­
cal experience, does have 
quite a bit. Perot is different 
from the other two. though. 
He is the only non-career poli­
tician. He has, in my eyes, a 
big advantage over the other 
two—he is involved in poli­
tics to fix the economy and 
congressional process, while 
the other two, as career poli­
ticians, are in politics to fur­
ther their own careers, their 
own being the key words. 
Given the choice of the three, 
my vote is with Perot—at 
least if he screws up, he won’t 
have a political party keep­
ing him in. Unlike Bush or 
Clinton, he will not run for 
re-election if he doesn’t war­
rant it. And when in doubt, 
vote them out.
by Mike Wendt
I have noticed a slight dif­
ference in the advertisements 
for Celebrate! ’92. In past 
years, Celebrate! has been 
billed as a “Spring Festival of 
the Arts.” A more appropriate 
title might have been “Spring 
Festival Devoid of the Arts.” 
This year, however, the Cel­
ebrate! promoters have made 
an appropriate change in bill­
ing it as merely a “Spring Fes­
tival.”
For a college that prides it­
self on its promotion of the 
arts, particularly music, it 
seems ironic that Lawrence 
sponsors a beerfest/craft show 
like Celebrate!.
During my first year at 
Lawrence, I was glad to dis­
cover that Lawrence had a 
“Festival of the Arts.” The 
arts center in the small city 
close to where I grew up spon­
sored an arts festival every 
summer.
Artists from all over the 
Midwest came to sell their cre­
ations. There was painting, 
pottery, sculpture, music, ex­
otic foods, and even a card- 
board-boat regatta on Lake 
Michigan.
With all of this in mind, I 
attended my first Celebrate! 
As you might imagine, 1 was a 
bit disappointed. Tie-dyed tee- 
shirts, fuzzy refrigerator mag­
nets with googley eyes, and 
country-western music are not 
art.
This is not to say that there 
is no art at Celebrate!; it just 
requires looking behind a lot 
of beer tents and refrigerator- 
magnet salespeople. It seems 
that Lawrence, seemingly the
source of quite a bit of art and 
culture in the Fox Valley, gives 
a back seat to the arts.
A perfect example of how 
art is ignored are the com­
plaints raised last year by the 
participants of the classical 
stage. Poor and insufficient 
equipment produced many 
problems for them.
I understand that the clas­
sical stage will appear in 
Harper Hall this year, well 
removed from the festivities. 
No doubt this move is prob­
ably partially related to the 
problems experienced last 
year.
When discussing this issue 
with various students, many 
suggest that my idea of an 
arts festival might not be very 
popular with the Appleton 
townspeople. This is a kind of 
condescending attitude that 
seems to assume that the resi­
dents of the Fox Valley are 
uncultured slobs.
Lawrence should see Cel­
ebrate! as an opportunity to 
increase awareness of both 
students and area residents 
to the arts.
1 am not suggesting terribly 
revolutionary changes. I 
would like to see more artists 
with booths at Celebrate!. Ii 
would not be difficult to find 
artists because there are 
people who spend all summer 
traveling to various art fairs 
and festivals throughout the 
Midwest. I would even guess 
that there are some artists 
right here in Appleton.
I would also like to see more 
attention given to the classi- 
(Celebrate! cont. on p. 12)
Lottery circus
Once again, we are past 
the annual housing lottery 
circus. Standing in line 
once a year for an hour to 
determine your housing 
fate may not seem so pain­
ful, but this process could 
be made a bit more stream­
lined.
Why are 1000 students 
asked to converge on one 
place to draw their lottery 
numbers? Wouldn’t there 
be less confusion and, most 
of all, less waiting in line, 
if each class drew their 
numbers at a different lo­
cation? This way, it would 
be necessary to fight with 
less than 300 people for a 
place in line rather than 
almost 1000.
We certainly do not lack the 
space for this undertaking. 
Seniors^and. super, seniors 
could draw their numbers in 
Riverview, juniors in the Rec 
Center, and sophomores in 
Youngchild 161. There are 
other locations, but these three 
are central and seem most con­
venient.
Convocation a ttendance
It is really disappointing to 
see such poor attendance at 
the University convocations. 
The University pays (actually, 
we do, indirectly) big money to 
attract interesting speakers.
It is not uncommon to hear 
the words “I don’t go to the 
convocations because they are 
always lame” flow from a 
student's mouth. Granted, all
of the speakers are not inter­
esting or provocative. A few 
Philip Glasses are inevitable. 
You cannot, however, know 
th is until you hear the 
speaker.
Another common phrase 
heard from students is, “I 
just don’t have time to go to 
the convocations.” This an­
cient college student cop-out 
can be translated as “The 
latest issue of Sports Illus­
trated just arrived and must 
be read.”
The convocation series is 
one of the things that sets 
Lawrence apart from other 
schools. It is really sad to see 
more faculty attending a con­
vocation than students when 
there are ten times more stu­
dents.
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Top CEOs Earned Plenty 
in Down Year
Even though for the past 
year companies have been 
laying off workers, closing 
plants, and movingbusiness 
“south of the border,” the 
country’s top chief executive 
officers got even richer in
1991, according to Forbes 
Magazine. Twenty-one new 
CEOs achieved status in the 
“$1 million club” by receiv­
ing more than $1 million in 
compensation. Forbes 
downplayed the article by 
comparing CEO salaries to 
that of entertainers. For in­
stance, Charles Shulz, cre­
ator of “Peanuts” cartoon, 
hauled in an estimated $25 
million. Schulz, at least, is 
worth it.
New Poverty Policy May 
Please Liberals and Conser­
vatives
In light of the recent L.A. 
riots stemming partially 
from urban poverty, U.S. 
policy analysts say there is a 
possibility that the “best” of 
both worlds, namely conser­
vative andliberal policy, may 
be needed to solve the prob­
lems of poor America.
According to Patricia 
Ruggles, a senior researcher 
with the Urban Institute, one 
of Washington’s prestigous 
think tanks, new welfare and
poverty legislation will require 
not only more government aid 
to ensure a minimal level of 
opportunities,but also a de­
mand upon the poor to take 
advantage of the opportuni­
ties or forfeit help claims. 
“There’s more emphasis on 
individual responsibility,” 
says Ruggles, which the lib­
eral policy makers tend to 
downplay. As for the conser­
vatives, “there’s more of a re­
alization that the free market 
alone doesn't produce the op­
timal number of jobs.”
An example of a bi-partisan 
proposal on poverty is the idea 
of providing tax breaks to com­
panies locating in the innner 
cities and hiring the poor 
people ofthe community. This 
idea is backed by Secretary of 
Housing and Urban Develop­
ment Jack Kemp and Rep. 
Charles B. Rangel, a very lib­
eral Democrat member of the 
House from New York. With 
the emergence of more “Kemp- 
minded” Republicans and 
compromising Democrats, 
much-needed poverty legisla­
tion which may work can hope­
fully be implemented.
Canadian Coal Mine Explo­
sion Kills 11; 15 missing 
On Sunday at 5:20 a.m., an 
explosion in a Nova Scotia coal 
mine trapped 26 miners in the 
mine shaft filled with danger­
ous levels of methane and 
carbon monoxide. After 
30 hours of searching, res­
cue teams found 11 of the 
miners who experts be­
lieved died instantly from 
the explosion. Fifteen 
miners are still missing. 
Fresh air is being pumped 
into the mine in hope that 
the missing men are still 
alive:'T-r. .. ,t
As of late, the cause of 
the explosion is not known. 
However, methane gas, 
which seeps from coal, is 
the probable cause of the 
disaster.
King Case Comes to Lawrence
( C o n t  fr o m  p . 1)
eral government may bring 
about desired results.
Putting things in a histori­
cal context, Professor 
Freidman informed the crowd 
that violence, although a de­
pressing way of gettingthings 
done, has been an “American 
tradition.” Again, suprise was 
focused away from the fact 
that more than 30 people were 
dead or that fires raged 
throughout L.A.. Instead, 
Freidman was amazed at the 
patience of the people since 
the first showing of the King 
video. The two students on 
the panel did not leave with­
out having made brief yet 
important comments. Senior 
Leigh Newland stated the im­
portance of talking about the 
issues involved, for example 
the racial tension in society, 
and avoiding falling into the 
trap of apathy. Sheryl 
Henderson, a black student, 
declared, “I feel what they 
feel,” and you cannot expect 
people to sit around “twid­
dling their thumbs” when in­
justice is done.
After these initial remarks 
ofthe panel, the floor was open 
to questions from the public. 
Chief Gorski soon found him-
“I feel what 
they feel 
— S h e r y l  
Henderson
self on the defensive. Along 
with trying to answer what 
preventive measures Appleton 
takes to employ or educate its 
officers about racism, Gorski 
found himself in a comer when 
the Appleton police force was 
accused of harassing minor­
ity students. Lawrence Uni­
versity itself was not immune 
from charges of institutional 
racism. Dean Perkins called 
the lack of a black faculty
member on the tenure track in 
Lawrence’s 150 years as “Rac­
ism, Par Excellence.” Em­
phatically, Professor Friedman 
retorted that during the re­
cent search for a history pro­
fessor not one of the 140 appli­
cants was black. Friedman 
then encouraged the black stu­
dents in the audience to take it 
upon themselves to achieve the 
lofty goal of earning a doctor­
ate. Perkins shot back stat­
ing, “If institutions can do it 
[hire black professors] they 
will.” He then gave general 
examples of colleges which 
were sim ilar in size to 
Lawrence with black faculty 
members. Perkins said that 
he would find it very difficult 
to tell a black high school stu­
dent to come here due, appar­
ently, to the lack of sensitivity 
by Lawrence to the black stu­
dent. Black students also 
stated that members of the 
faculty treat them differently 
than their white peers.
The forum ended leaving 
many questions raised yet un­
answered.
Art Center Showcases 
Purdo Metalwork, 
Ceramics
The current exhibit at the 
Wriston Art Galleries show­
cases the work of E. Dane 
Purdo, Lawrence faculty 
Emeritus and former profes­
sor of silversmithing, jewelry, 
ceramics, and design.
Included in the exhibit are 
the Ceremonial Mace and 
Commencement Batons of 
the University, ag well as the 
Presidential Badge of Office, 
which was completed as re­
cently as 1991. Any of these 
works alone would be worth 
examining for their simple 
beauty as well as their great 
symbolic importance. The 
contents of the exhibit range 
widely, and Purdo’s work en­
compasses the practical as 
well; the exhibit features such 
everyday household objects as 
a pill box and sugar caster, 
beautifully cast in silver. Al­
though the exhibit centers on 
Purdo’s metalwork, his ce­
ramics are also displayed.
The gallery program men­
tions that Purdo has been
widely recognized in both the 
United States and Europe for 
his metalwork, and that he 
also has repeatedly been 
awarded both the Wisconsin 
Designer-Craftsmen Show 
Award for Metal and the 
W. B. Ford Design Corpora­
tion Prize. Additionally, Purdo 
studied in London as a 
Fulbright scholar, and has 
participated in two exhibits 
featuring the work of 
Fulbright artists.
Purdo has earned a B. A. 
and M. A. degrees from the 
University of Michigan and 
an M. F. A. degree from the 
Cranbrook Academy of Art. 
Purdo retired in 1991 after 
having served as a Lawrence 
faculty member for twenty- 
eight years, and previously as 
a member of the faculty of 
Milwaukee-Downer College.
Gallery hours are 10 am-4 
pm, Monday through Friday. 
Weekend hours differ; stu­
dents are welcomed and en­
couraged to stop by.
N e w  R L A ’s
The Residential Life Office is proud to present the 1992-93 
Residence Life Advisors. They will have a big impact on the 
first-year students by helping them to know, understand, and 
enjoy the Lawrence Difference. They will help them adjust to 
different aspects of college life such as their academic load, the 
social scene, and the Greek system. They will help them 
through times of stress and difficulty that stem from leaving 
home, a hard work load, and not having their support systems 
surrounding them. In short, the Residence Life Advisors can 
really help the first-year students enjoy their new college 
experiences and to be part of the difference. Please congratu­
late the following 1992-93 Residence Life Advisors:
BROKAW HALL ELANTZHALL
Shenaya Cooper Brian Gray
Connie Fehr Didar Idriss
Karl Brown Celia Lyke
COLMAN HALL Joel Nagler
Morgan Baird Erin Smrz
Robin Dvorak Catherine Statz
Kari Greene Steve Teget
Andrew Knott Kristin Warzyniak
Tobin Laursen KOHLER HALL
Heather Minniear • - Elise Azuma ■'
Emily Murray Angela Clark
Sandeep Murti Karl Geisler
Sandra Tiemens Johanna Jaehnig
ORMSBY HALL John Liethen
Jolene Crook Jon Lindberg
Pam Heck Cathy Linn
Vickie Leathers Darren Opel
Chuck Keane Ryan Tarpley
James LaBelle Stacey Woldt
Greta Laux TREVER HALL
Carrie Naumann Dinyar Captain
Joaquin Salas Jennifer Dunlavy
SAGE HALL Drew McDonald
Kristin Mekeel Ali Mohammadian
Andy Pfau Tamara Pellicier
Kurtiss Wolf Gina Perri
DRAHEIM HOUSE Casey Peterson
Kelly Swett Ian Shub
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C h an ges a t th e  V R
by Punit Gupta
The Viking Room was origi­
nally started in 1969 as a Wis­
consin Beer Bar. Fifteen years 
later, the VR’s license was up­
graded to sell liquor, primarily 
so that it could supply wine for 
speciaL University events. 
Then, about four years ago, 
liquor actually started being 
served at the bar, correspond­
ing to the chang 3 in the state 
drinking age. The University 
felt that since the VR’s pa­
trons would be older, they 
would be more mature and re­
sponsible in matters of liquor 
consumption.
Quite recently, several im­
provements have been made 
at the VR. In addition to a 
speed rail that has been added 
to improve service, there is 
also a new CD-playing juke­
box and a pinball machine. 
Also, the bartenders, who were 
thought not to be very profi­
cient in making mixed drinks 
and cocktails, have been 
trained in a bartending course 
recently held by senior Josh 
Chassman.
As for the future, 
Paul Shrode. . . 
wants to make the 
bar “friendly and 
accessible,” not only 
to the upperclass­
men. . . but also to 
the Lawrence com­
munity as a whole.
As for the future, Paul 
Shrode, Associate Dean of 
Students, who is in charge of 
the operation of the VR, 
wants to make the bar 
“friendly and accessible,” not 
only to the upperclassmen
Senior Class Officers 
Have Big Plans
by Maureen D. Newcomb
The senior class officers for 
next year are off to a great 
start. President Morgan Baird, 
Vice President Kurt Wolf, Sec­
retary Johanna Jaehnig, and 
Class Agent Seth Lindenfelser 
look forward to leading the 
Class of ’93 into a fun and 
memorable year.
In addition to coordinating 
the fund-raiser for the class 
gift and planning the senior 
banquet, President Baird and 
his cabinet hope to plan vari­
ous activities for social inter­
action as well as activities 
geared toward preparing stu­
dents for life after Lawrence. 
Baird mentioned thathe would 
like to develop a program with 
the Career Center that would 
encourage seniors to finalize 
post-graduate plans early in 
the year.
Baird hopes to bring the se­
nior class together and make 
their last year very enjoyable, 
enablingits members to gradu­
ate with great memories about
Photo by Roger Duncan
their time at Lawrence. He 
had this to say about being 
President “I’m very excited 
to be representingmy class as 
President. I am very excited 
about the committees, and I 
feel ready for the challenge to 
live up to my and the class’ 
expectations.”
Next year’s vice president, 
Kurt Wolf, will be working 
closely with Baird to ensure 
the success of the various 
projects. In regards to his 
newly-elected position, he had 
this to say: “ I was surprised, 
slightly amused, and greatly 
honored that my classmates 
honored me with the Vice 
Presidency.”
Itlooks like next year should 
be an exciting time for the 
seniors. The new officers are 
ready to tackle the challenges 
and power that comes with an 
elected position. Also, they 
get to have their pictures in 
The Lawrentian. What more 
could they want?
who are of legal drinking age, 
but also to the Lawrence com­
munity as a whole. Special 
“dry nights” are being planned, 
during which only non-alco­
holic beverages will be served, 
so that the facilities at the VR 
can be used by a broader range 
of individuals. The VR will 
also be publicizing special 
nights in a bigger way and on 
a campus-wide basis.
On the issue of underage 
drinking at the VR, Shrode 
says that it does happen, but 
on a smaller scale than at other 
bars in the area. He further 
says that bartenders at the 
VR are being encouraged to 
card more strictly, and he 
hopes that this, along with 
new increased fines to both 
the bartender and the drinker, 
will discourage underage 
drinking at the Viking Room.
L a m b d a  S ig m a  
S elects  N e w  
M e m b e rs
by Reporting Secretary Angie Roakop
Thirty current freshmen were recently chosen to be 
members ofthe Lambda Sigma Class of1992-1993. Lambda 
Sigma is a national honor society for sophomore men and 
women and chooses its members on the basis of scholar­
ship, service, leadership, and fellowship. The group serves 
as a source for volunteer service to the Lawrence campus 
and the Appleton-community^ assisting in such activities 
as ushering at convocations and tutoring area students. 
Congratulations to the following students:
Ariela Alpert 
Dave Anderson 
Laura A. Andrews 
Matthew Arau 
Andrej Barbie 
Sara Barczak 
Theresa Baumgart 
Kate Buchacz 
Heather D. Campbell 
Anne W. Coventry 
Scott Delaney 
Matt Drilias 
Amy Downing 
Meredith Griffin 
Julie Kmiec
Jennifer Kosloski 
Tobin Laursen 
Becky Leech 
Jennifer McKenney 
Juliet Moffat 
Carrie Naumann 
Darren Opel 
Bambi Radecki 
Madhura Samarth 
Jami Severson 
Suzy Sharp 
Matthew A. Smith 
Brenda Szitta 
Pia Vachha 
Peter Waldman
LUCC APPROVES REVISED YUAI 
CO-OP RESOLUTION Corresponding Secretary
On Tuesday, April 24, 
Lawrence University Commu­
nity Council (LUCC) approved 
a revised Co-op house resolu­
tion. This resolution stipu­
lated that the Co-op house 
would be filled by the YUAI 
community and would not per­
tain to the lottery process. The 
members of the Co-op house 
will have their own board plan 
and will not be subjected to 
Lawrence’s board plans. The 
LUCC steering committee also 
recommended that the YUAI 
community meetings not be 
held in the Co-op house.
LUCC also passed an advi­
sory recommendation for the 
Union Grill to open at 11:00 
a.m. on Sundays instead of
2:00 p.m. This recommenda­
tion requests that the Univer­
sity look into the possibility of 
the extended hours at the 
Grill. LUCC is presently work­
ing on the issue. A survey 
regarding the Grill hours will 
be out shortly for students to 
voice their opinions.
LUCC is also conducting 
a survey regard ing  the ex­
tension of L ibrary  hours. 
The surveys will be avail­
able a t the L ibrary, Union 
Grill, and  a t D ow ner Com­
mons. Please take p a rt in 
the survey, as it  is your 
voice th a t LUCC speaks 
for.
If you have any issues you 
wish to raise to LUCC, please
contact your LUCC hall rep­
resentative or members of the 
LUCC cabinet:
Tanvir Ghani -President 
Karen DeVries-Vice 
President 
Gina Perri - Treasurer 
Didar Idriss -
Parliamentarian 
Kurt Wolf - Finance 
Secretary 
Kristin Mekeel - Corresponding 
Secretary 
Joanna de Plas * Recording 
Secretary 
The final LUCC meeting of 
the 1991-92 academic year will 
be held on Tuesday, May 19, 
at 4:30 in Riverview Lounge; 
everyone is welcome.
Commencement
Ushers
Needed!
See your friends 
graduate and 
receive free room and 
board for that entire 
weekend.
Call or stop in at 
the Public Events 
office, Room 121, 
Brokaw Hall. 
x-6585
Union Station's
(Friday and Saturday)
A Y  fl®  I l f l M M P I  
UNION BASEMENT
markdowns from 15-50%
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Top Ten Discoveries LU Seniors Will 
Make Afler Graduation
10. The only time you will hear the phrase 
"Light! More Light!" is when the drunken 
sod next to you at the bar wants another 
Bud.
9. Most companies aren't looking for 
entry-level Poem Explicators.
8. $72,000 would have bought some really 
neat stuff.
7. Many people haven't heard of Lawrence, 
Appleton, or even Wisconsin.
6. An extensive vocabulary is useless if no one 
knows what the heck you are talking about.
5. You are now a townie.
4. Birkenstocks are not "cool", "hip", or even 
"neat-o."
3. The only way you will be able to pay off 
your student loan is if the inflation rate 
reaches 9200% in the next ten years.
2T Tiffany’s doesn't deal in plastic blue trays.
1. There is about as much diversity in the 
Lawrence community as there are different 
flavors of M&M's.
F ro m  th e  L e ft
by Alien Walker
The abortion conflict refuses 
to go away. From a Supreme 
Court justice to the popular 
press, a chorus of voices in the 
United States declares abor­
tion the most politically divi­
sive domestic legal issue of 
our time. As we speak, the 
conservative Supreme Court 
is in the process of deciding 
the case of Planned Parent­
hood of Southeast Pennsylva­
nia vs. Casey. The decision 
rendered will most likely strip 
Americans of one of their most 
fundamental constitutional 
rights: the right to privacy. 
The right to privacy and, there­
fore, to a legal abortion, rests 
on several clauses in the Con­
stitution, such as the Four­
teenth Amendment. Section 
1 states, "No state...shall de­
prive any person of life, lib­
erty, or property without due 
process of law." In the 1973 
case of Roe vs. Wade, the 
Court ruled by a 7-2 vote that 
the fundamental right to pri­
vacy does exist under the word 
“liberty." Siofi  ^ the Framers, 
ofthe Constitution recognized 
that they could not possibly
In  T h e  L a w r e n t ia n
75 years ago
The junior and senior 
classes decide that revisions 
to the Lawrence honor sys­
tem need to be made. The 
upperclassmen resolve that 
the honor system apply only 
to midterm and final exami­
nations. They also recom­
mend th at a system of check­
ing chapel attendance be'* 
instituted.
This year’s Ariel will ar­
rive in a week or two. The 
cost is $2.50.
50 years ago
Seven Lawrentian staff 
members receive awards for
By Mike Wendt
outstanding service.
Lawrence students who live 
at home are asked to apply for 
sugar rations.
27 years ago
Award-winning jazz group 
Dave Brubeck quartet will 
play in the Lawrence Chapel 
this week.
‘The Student Senate an-‘ 
nounces that the administra-' 
tion has rejected a more lib­
eral visiting policy for the 
dorms. The Senate also moved 
that the Contributor, the 
Lawrence literary magazine, 
be eliminated. The magazine 
has not yet been published
this year and has a record of 
poor quality.
10 years ago
Having had their kitchen 
closed earlier in the year, 
the Betas are now facing the 
possible closure of their 
house. An uninspired rush 
program yielding only four 
pledges, damages to the 
house, and a general lack of 
the “fraternal spirit” are cited 
as reasons for scrutinizing 
the Betas. The case will be 
reviewed by the Office of 
Campus Life and the Beta 
National Organization in 
August.
foresee all the complexities 
ahead, they included the Ninth 
Amendment which states, 
“The enumeration in this Con­
stitution of certain rights shall 
not be construed to deny or 
disparage others retained by 
the people.” In the 1965 case 
of Griswold vs. Connecticut, 
the Court ruled by a 7-2 vote 
that the right to privacy is an 
implied right which exists in 
the Constitution even though 
it is not explicitly stated.
Even though the Court de­
clared in 1973 that the right 
to privacy is a fundamental 
right, this right has been 
slowly chipped away over the 
last nineteen years. In 1977, 
the first Hyde Amendment 
was passed. This law cut off 
nearly all federal funds for 
abortion. Subsequently, more 
Hyde Amendments were 
passed during the 1980’s, forc­
ing poor women to have ille­
gal, unsafe abortions or sim­
ply bear children which they 
are financially unable to raise.
women, those in most desper­
ate need of financial assis­
tance, and systematically deny 
them this essential right. The 
denial of abortion funding and 
access is also clearly racist in 
its consequences: poor women 
are disproportionately women 
of color and are more likely to 
suffer deaths or injuries from 
illegal or botched abortions. 
While the Hyde Amendments 
have severely weakened  
women’s reproductive rights, 
the 1987 case of Webster vs. 
Reproductive Health Services, 
unearths the very foundation 
upon which the right to pri­
vacy was built The majority 
opinion in this case found that 
since the right to privacy is 
not explicity enumerated in 
the Constitution, then it sim­
ply does not exist Thus, Roe 
has been reduced to nothing 
more than empty rhetoric.
Since the Court has aban­
doned its role as the protector 
of individual rights, those 
wishing to protect women’s
Former Soviet 
States Face Free- 
Market Economy
Thus, the Hyde Amendment^ jr§productive rights must rely 
clearly promote class warfare on Congress as a last resort.
because they single out poor
A ll g ra d u a tin g  
S e n io rs ...
All students who expect to graduate and receive 
a degree this June must complete a graduation 
questionnaire and turn it in to the Registrar as soon 
as possible. Without this completed questionnaire 
returned, nfl graduation packet will be issued. No 
packet, no tickets for graduation for your family, 
and no other vital information that you will need.
The legislative remedy can be 
found in the Freedom of 
Choice act of 1991, sponsored 
by Senator Alan Cranston (D- 
CA) and Representative Don 
^Edwards (D-CA), which is cur­
rently pending on Capitol Hill. 
This Act would allow women 
the choice to terminate their 
pregnancies before fetal viabil­
ity or even when their lives 
are at stake. Even though 
many attempts have been 
made to restrict women’s re­
productive rights over the last 
twenty years, one simple fact 
remains: that access to abor­
tion will continue to be per- 
(Left cont. on p. 12)
by David Kranz
The convocation of May 7 
featured Mr. David Mulford, 
presently working for the U.S 
Treasury Department, and his 
thoughts on the situations of 
the former Soviet states.
Mr. Mulford opened his talk 
with the statement, “I am here 
today to discuss how the vis­
ible fist of Marxism is giving 
away to the invisible hand. . .  
[of] a free-market economy.” 
He called the collapse of the 
Soviet Union one of the most 
significant events of the twen­
tieth century.
Mr. Mulford looks upon the 
break-up of the Soviet Union 
as a chance to achieve peace, 
and also as “the greatest mod­
em opportunity for advancing 
world growth and prosperity.” 
Americans’ perceptions of “the 
other superpower” will 
change. And, with the end of 
the cold war, America’s for­
eign policy, domestic affairs, 
and economy will see changes.
A problem faced By the 
former Soviet states is the in­
troduction of a market 
economy. “For more than 70 
years, the Soviet Union was 
saddled with Marxist dogmas 
that proscribed entrepreneur­
ial spirit and prevented the 
kind of economic development 
and prosperity enjoyed in the 
W est” The state was “arbiter 
and distributor” of all goods 
and services. Mr. Mulford 
cited a truck factory as an ex­
ample of the problems now 
being experienced. Every as­
pect of production was once 
controlled by state planners, 
but now the truck components 
are manufactured in different
countries, making this a mat­
ter of international trade.
Central planning lost its 
effect when respect for author­
ity diminished. State manag­
ers of large organizations by­
passed local planning minis­
tries to make deals with sup­
pliers. As IOU’s between or­
ganizations grew, so did en­
terprise liabilities. The man­
agers began evaluating sup­
pliers with a consideration of 
their capacity to make pay­
ments, a situation previously 
foreign to them.
Russia and most ofthe other 
former Soviet states have 
never had a market economy. 
Questions of how to reform, 
the time reform will take, and 
how money should be spent 
are some of their basic wor­
ries, but perhaps more impor­
tant is the support of their 
people. Any effort toward re­
form must start within the 
new countries, said Mr. 
Mulford.
He also declared that 
America must lead the inter­
national support effort. He 
said that the U.S. Treasury 
Department has agreed to 
send people to the Ukraine to 
advise on the introduction of 
the country’s own currency. A 
bill has been designed asking 
for 24 billion dollars to be pro­
vided by major industrial na­
tions for Russia. Mr. Mulford 
also urges rapid entry of the 
new countries into global fi­
nancial institutions. They re­
quire the support of the rest of 
the world to succeed.
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BORED? GOON  
SAFARI, APPLETON  
STYLE!
by Andrew Robbins
Despite the abundance of 
sunshine that has recently 
stormed'the campus Tn the 
past week, I am never sur­
prised to hear any student on 
this campus declare that 
they’re bored. Nothing to do, 
I suppose. However, in the 
three years I have spent here 
at the University I can arro­
gantly claim that I have never 
needed to cope with boredom. 
W hat’s my angle? The 
Appleton Zoological gardens. 
In the past it has been a rare 
occurrence that I might tell a 
peer about this isle of salva­
tion amidst our sea of banal­
ity, for I am as selfish as they 
come. However, I can hold out 
no longer, and now (thanks to 
the Lawrentian) my good for­
tune can become our good for­
tune.
Located only a quarter of a 
mile north-east of the 
Outagamie airport, the 
Appleton Zoo can be easily 
reached by following College 
Avenue West past the big car 
dealership, and then turning 
right on a small gravel road, 
aptly entitled ‘Lion Street.’ If 
lack of transporta tion gets you 
down, fear not! For I have 
been happily riding the free 
Zoo-Shuttle by simply calling 
(toll free) 1-800-BUS-Z009. 
Once you have arrived at the 
Zoo, you’ll question why you’ve 
never noticed it before, for it 
stands in the shadow of a 
thirty-foot granite monument 
designed and hand-crafted by
Harry Houdini himself! Per­
haps his vanishing skills have 
rubbed off on the monument, 
for even on a clear day, it can 
oflen be hard to see from Col­
lege Avenue.
Once inside the Zoo, you 
won’t be worrying about bore­
dom, for most of the animals 
are allowed to roam free, and 
various plaques constantly 
remind visitors that they are 
at their own risk. The safari 
atmosphere instantly frees 
you of any memory of 
Appleton, and it is only the 
low-flying airplanes that re­
mind you that you have not 
stepped into another dimen­
sion. I would warn those who 
plan to bring children or who 
are borderline timid that the 
atmosphere can be a bit ex­
treme. Be prepared to defend 
yourself. Ihave seen ostriches 
get extremely aggressive, es­
pecially when frightened by 
some of the more unnatural 
predators that they are forced 
to contend with. Early in my 
sophomore year, I saw a 
Silverback Gorilla kill and eat 
a small duck who had in­
fringed upon its personal 
space, but all in all, the more 
exotic animals are too confused 
to pose an actual threat to one 
another.
Accordingto a poster near a 
freshly dug pit, there will be 
seven male panda bears 
shipped from Australia next 
year by the Macarty Founda­
tion in commemoration of the 
ten-year anniversary of 
Appleton Chinatown. This 
event will naturally catch 
widespread attention, which 
is why I feel obliged to inform 
you of ‘my* discovery at long 
last. I urge all students to get 
on the phone and shuttle them­
selves over to the zoo before it 
becomes too crowded to really 
enjoy. Happy hunting!
O R C : I t ’s N o t J u s t a  C lu b , 
I t ’s a n  A d v e n tu re
by Kristin Fuhrmann
The Outdoor Recreation 
Club thinks it’s only fair to let 
you know what activities we 
are offeringyou each term. So 
we are going to try a few new 
ways to get the information to 
you, this being one of them.
Although it is already well into 
the final term of the year, there 
are still some things you can 
get involved in. A couple of 
mountain biking trips are be- 
ing planned and generally take 
the group way off campus to
some great areas, such as 
Mosquito Hill and Devil’s 
Lake. In addition, there will 
be a trip out to Plamann park 
to play. There may be other 
activities, so look for posters 
or any ORC-type person for 
(Adventure cont. on p. 12)
Green Grass Grows All Around
by Kristin Fuhrmann
Where were you on the 
morning of April 25,1991, be­
tween the hours of 9:00 a.m. 
and 12:00 p.m.? . . .  Were you 
sleeping off the night before? 
Were you in the library study­
ing for Monday’s lecture? 
Were you walkingfor healthier 
babies in Walk America? Were
you helping out Mother Earth 
who can’t cleanse herself? The 
latter two activities are the 
most commendable. I just 
hope that more Lawrentians 
decided to support the baby 
cause than those who decided 
to collect stray trash.
One momingout of the year
a handful of Lawrentians 
traipse around down by our 
glorious rambling river to pick 
up trash of all sorts, take in 
the aroma of hundreds of de­
caying fish, and become sad­
dened by the carelessness of 
people. We endure the sight of
the dirty donations that our 
(Green cont. on p. 12)
B anana Jr.
by D ave Peltier
I have this feeling that many people don’thave a very 
good understanding of what computer viruses are. It 
must have something to do with television. My guess is 
that it’s those irritating “in-depth” segments on the 
evening news which tend to explain complex subjects 
about as well as Cliffs Notes explains Shakespeare. 
Anyhow, here’s a chance to present my version of 
Computer Viruses 101 in five-hundred words or less.
It’s easy to see the the parallel between computer and 
biological viruses. Human viruses are little pathogens 
that travel from person to person making us feel bad in 
various ways, depending on the strain of virus. Com­
puter viruses are little programs that travel from disk 
to disk making our disk or computer malfunction in 
various ways, depending on the strain of virus. It’s that 
simple.
All viruses were created by someone. They don’t 
appear on their own. So depending on the intent and 
skill of the creator, they are programmed to do different 
things. They can target certain files, target certain 
types of files, randomly corrupt data, erase disks, acti­
vate only at certain times (like the Michelangelo scare 
last March), annoy the heck out of you, or sometimes 
remain perfectly inert. The little perverts who write 
viruses don’t always do it with evil intent. Like graffiti, 
it’s definitely illegal, but not always destructive.
The most common way they spread is by sharing or 
copying disks. Most viruses are smart enough to attach 
themselves to your software and/or files on their own, 
and keep copying themselves to any oth ers it sees. Each 
time you use someone else’s disk in the computer while
* it’s running, you run the risk of picking one up. The 
others depend on people copying software illegally. 
Less common, but more media-hyped, are the bulletin 
board, network, and commercial software contracted 
viruses. It all boils down to using storage devices from 
unknown or questionable sources.
The way to begin protecting yourself against infec­
tion is by using one of the many “disinfectant” pro­
grams. The Computer Center has available two free 
programs, one called F-PROT for the PC and another 
called Disinfectant for the Mac. Bring a disk to 
Youngchild 64 and ask a Consultant for the appropriate 
disinfectant program. They are extremely simple to 
use and more than worth your effort. And if you don’t 
like free stuff, there are commercially available pack­
ages to do the same thing (like SAM AntiVirus and 
Norton). If you own your own computer and still use 
disks around campus or let your friends use it, I strongly 
encourage you to come get the latest version of the 
disinfectant program. (In case you’re wondering, Dis­
infectant for the Mac is up to version 2.8.)
' These days, viruses don’t get to be very widespread 
before they’re noticed and a cure released. But that 
doesn’t mean you can let your guard down. If you hear 
that a virus is going around, have your disks checked!
There. Did five-hundred words explain it?
The winners of the 1992 English Department Prizes 
hdVe been announced. They are: • • ■*
For the Hicks Prize in Fiction, Randall Tan, for “Met­
ronomes and Yardsticks.” Runner-up was Stephanie 
March, for “Empty Boxes."
For the Hicks Prize in Poetry, James Meek, for “Danc­
ing Lessons.”
For the Wood Prize (for the best essay by a freshman), 
AaronCanty, for “Heart of Darkness.”
The winners receive $150, awarded at the Honors Day 
convocation.
The Tichenor and Alexander Reid prizes were not 
awarded this year.
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T h e  M o v i e
Brain Donors is a sm ash
by Shannon Glenn A Mike DeLaruelle
The new Zucker Brothers’ 
film is really, really, really 
funny. (We almost peed in our 
seats.) The movie, Brain Do­
nors, has nothing to do with 
brain donors, but is a quasi­
tribute to the movies of the 
lovely and talented Marx 
Brothers, specifically A Night 
at the Opera. The Zuckers are 
also responsible for such clas­
sics as Airplane, The Naked 
Gun, Top Secret, and Hot 
Shots.
The movie is incredibly 
funny and the jokes roll along 
at a frantic pace. 1 am sure we 
could say without fibbing that 
there is a joke a second, really 
funny ones too. It is virtually 
a carbon copy of the Marx 
Brothers’ work, right down to 
their stock characters. There 
are no lulls in this film, and 
when the credits rolled, we 
were startled not only that 
the movie was over so sud­
denly, but that the Zucker 
brothers didn’t throw any 
jokes in them this time. The 
three main characters are not 
look-alike Marx Brothers, but 
their slap stick and one-lin­
ers make it obvious who is 
supposed to be Groucho, 
Harpo, and Chico. Zeppo’s 
straight-man role is covered, 
too.
The movie basically is about 
an ambulance-chasing attor­
ney who is contacted by a very 
rich old woman to run a ballet 
company with money willed 
to her by her husband (Sha!, 
right! It could happen). In the 
middle of all that nonsense,- 
there is the quest to hire a 
prima donna ballet star for 
the company and two young 
dancers in love who just can’t 
seem to make their dreams 
come true.
As faras comedy goes, Brain 
Donors has everything includ­
ing the kitchen sink (watch 
for it), and a number of pro­
vocative dance numbers (in­
cluding a big duck). Don’t 
worry, everything turns out 
for the best and the th ree Marx 
Brothers clones end up with, 
well, we’re not sure what with, 
but it’s all really funny, 
dammit! In the background is 
some wacky pianosaurus 
plinkatronic music that adds
O n  T h e  V e rg e
by Suzie Paul
On Friday, May 8th, I had a 
choice of two events at 
Lawrence that I could attend 
— the theatrical production 
“On The Verge” directed by 
Timothy Troy or the Jazz Lab 
Band. I chose the former pri­
marily because I had to write 
an article on the play, but re­
ally wanting to go to the lat­
ter, and Mr. Troy’s conde­
scending footnote “ I hope you 
learn a new word before the 
evening is over” did not help 
much to change my opinion.
On settling back to watch 
the play, however, I noticed 
the adjective used to describe 
the play — “a fantasy in lan­
guage, time and space.” In­
deed the play did take the 
audience not on the verge, but 
into their imaginations. The 
minimal use of stage props 
and the pearly, pastel hues of 
the stage itself toyed with the 
mind’s eye of the audience. 
The three women beautifully 
enacted by Jennie Fauls as 
Fanny, Jessica Roegler as 
Mary, and Rachel Herzing as 
Alexandra, take the audience 
into the chimeric world. 
Alexandra’s extensive use of 
malapropisms and Fanny and
Mary’s wordiness makes one 
wonder whether the play is a 
parody on the English Lan­
guage. The element of humor 
in the play is heightened by 
the plackards revealed peri­
odically to the audience to 
show them the progress of the 
play. The handing out of 
“strange” objects to the three 
ladies (e.g. the “marsupials’ 
unicycle” which is really an 
eggbeater) by the production 
stage manager, Barbara Coe, 
further enhances the humor. 
Even though the use of embel­
lished phrases did overwhelm 
the majority of the audience, 
the “foreign accent” of Jim 
Snowden as Alphonse and the 
“slick” acting of Brook Joyce 
as Nicky Paradise was a 
breath of fresh air. Jeff Gould’s 
actingas Gus is also commend­
able, for one could easily have 
mistaken him to be a giddy 
teenager and not a ’93 college 
graduate!
The play was thoroughly 
enjoyable and I did indeed 
learn more new words than 
one. My apologies to Mr. Troy 
for having thought he was con­
descending!
U p co m in g  R ecita ls:
to the mayhem.
When all was said and done 
and the clay ambulance with 
the nurse (babe!) had blown 
up, we sat in the theater for a 
minute to catch our breath. If 
the Zuckers don’t make a se­
quel to this, it will be a sin. On 
the biased rating scale of two 
over-Celebrated fellas, we give 
Brain Donors two swollen 
bladders and a healthy  
SCHWING to the babe in pink.
Faculty Recital Features the 
Lawrence Chamber Players 
The Lawrence Chamber 
Players will perform Satur­
day, May 16, at 8 p.m. in 
Harper Hall of the Music- 
Drama Center.
Works on the program in­
clude Serenade, op. 10 by Emo 
von Dohndnyi; Quintet for 
Strings in C Major, op. 163 by 
Schubert; and Along the Field 
(Eight Housman Songs for 
Voice and Violin) by Vaughan 
Williams.
i n - V
Lawrence Conservatory of 
Music faculty members 
C atherine Kautsky and 
Theodore Rehl will perform 
Sunday, May 17, at 8 p.m. in 
Harper Hall of the Music- 
Drama Center.
Works on the program in­
clude Fantasy in F minor, op. 
103, D. 940 by Schubert; An­
dante und Variationen. op. 46 
by Schumann; Sonata by 
Poulenc; and La Valse by 
Ravel.
Assisting performers in­
clude Janet Anthony and 
Laura Kenney, violincello, and 
James DeCorsey, horn.
(The public is invited to attend both performances at no
charge)
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T h e  G ood B o o k  R ev iew .
by Jason Ramay
In the end, there can be 
only the lamest of excuses for 
not actually doing the things 
we read about. “In short, con­
fidence and action is all,” said 
Shinkichi Takahashi, a Zen 
Buddhist poet of some achieve­
ment. “One would present a 
sorry sight if one loitered, fas­
cinated, within the fold of lit­
erature,” h e added, hi tti n g th e 
nail on the head for those of us 
who like to spend perhaps a 
little too much time with our 
noses in books (not school 
books). There is after all some­
thing decidedly passive about 
reading, especially when the 
writing is done by that select 
group of writers for whom do­
ing things of an adventurous 
and sporting nature is the
main source of their inspira­
tion. Such a writer is Thomas 
McGuane, Montana rancher, 
world-class angler, sailor, 
hunter, rodeo champion, es­
sayist, screenwriter, and nov­
elist.
His collection of essays, 
An Outside Chance , contains 
exactly the sort of writing 
which makes its reader feel a 
trifle lazy, if not downright 
sedentary. Like, his friend, 
the poet Jim Harrison, 
McGuane puts his life onto 
paper with remarkably little 
energy lost in the process. 
Harrison crawls through the 
woods, observing week-old 
fawns point-blank and chang- 
ing directions when he encoun­
ters steaming piles of bear
dung. McGuane’s activities 
lean a trifle more towards the 
competetive. He held the 
world record for the biggest 
mutton snapper taken on a 
fly, constructed his own sail­
boat, and was the Montana 
cutting horse champion for 
threeyearsrunning. Thatsort 
of thing.
Lest one should think 
McGuane’s writing contains 
too much; of the macho, the 
Hemingwayesque, let it be 
known that he is quick to re­
late his blunders as well ashis 
successes. It is the processes 
and rhythms of the things 
which make up the sporting 
life which interest McGuane. 
His voice is detached, perfectly 
observant without being clini­
cal, and at times slyly self- 
accusing. Consider the fol­
lowing, taken from the lead- 
ingessayin the collection, “The 
Longest Silence,” a sincere 
meditation on the trials and 
rewards of fishing for pom- 
pano in the Florida Keys. “The 
key was to be able to stand for 
six hours and watch an acre of 
bottom for any sign of life at 
all. The body would give out 
in the .following sequence: 
arches, back, hips. Various 
dehydration problems devel­
oped. I carried ice and drank 
quinine water until my ears 
rang. Pushups and deep knee 
bends on the casting deck 
helped.” Here is a writer who 
works his ass off.
And so it is with the es­
says, McGuane making his 
way from the Florida Keys to 
Montana rivers to small 
streams in Michigan, docu­
menting real life for us read­
ers. In the meantime, I justify 
my relative inactivity by re­
minding myself that the drive 
to Key West is a long one, and 
that I don’t have a car or boat 
anyway. The Fox River is 
hardly the Big Two-Hearted 
or the Yellowstone. Besides, J 
have studying to do. But when 
I graduate, my degree (but 
nothing else, particularly not 
my future) firmly in hand, 
what will I say in my defense? 
If McGuane is to be believed, 
nothing I can say will suffice.
on the fringe
by shannon gienn
m ickey
Solution to * Monopoly "
Weekly Crossword
" Take Stock in Yourself" By Gerry Frey
<0 1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates 
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301ACROSS
1 Stock’s cousin
5 Balance
10 Luke Skywalker*s 
mentor
14 Woodwind
15 Main artery 
1 6 " ______ my two
cents worth in"
17 Bonds
19 Sword
20 Dir.
21 Ireland
22 "... nothin’ left_____
24 Stock buyers need
26 Fears
28 Short poems
30 Football violation
33 Put off
36 Albert______:1957
Literary Nobelist
38 Child’s game
39 Oklahoma city
40 Asian antelope
41 Alpha____
42  Gray: Botanist
43 Senator Hatch
44 Boxed
45 Beirut’s country
47 Follows young or old
49 The die_______
51 Seeded
55 Czechoslovakia beer city
57 Sta. abbreviations
59 Union initials
60 Garfield’s friend <
61 SEC prohibition:2 wds
64 Latvian
65  Dame
66 Child's direction
67 States
68 Happier
69 Sawbucks
DOWN 
1 Portends 
2 Portly
3 Literary prize donor
1 2 3 *
1
16
6 6 7 6 •
23
10 11 12 13
14
17
20
1 ■
24 26 r mr 27
29 r 31 32
33 34 36 37 ■
19 ■ 40 ' ■ 41
42 ■r ■ ■46 46 47
1
61 52 53 54
" 56 ■ 57 56 mr
i
11 82 S3
lW 1
4 Sandra___
5 Ironic tale
6 Time measure
7 Sinned
8 Hot time in Paree
9 Classy
10 Dividends
11 Antonyms
12 Club fees
13 "Suits you to ______
18 Indigent
23 Clumsy persons
25 N o___ mutual fund
27 Friends,___ ,
countrymen..."
29 Despises
31 Palm fruit
32 Mild expletive
33 Buy and sell stock
34 Suffix
35 Balance sheet term
37 Mr. Onassis
40 Moaning and_____
41 Cow palace
43 Fairy tale starter
44 Stop
46 Balance sheet items 
48 Broker
50 Cranky
52 Kunta____ of Roots"
53 Pixie like
54 Entry ways
55 Dems. and Reps.
56 Notion
58 Become weary
62 Common:Hawaiian
63 Member of:Suffix
* EXTRA INCOME ’92 *
Earn $200-500 weekly mailing 
1992 travel brochures. For more 
information send an addressed 
stamped envelope to: J.R. 
Travel, P.O. Box 612291 
Miami, FL 33161
(a n s w e r s  to  th e  c r o ssw o r d  p u z z le  in  th e  la s t  i s s u e  o f  THE l a w r e n t ia n ) The answers will be displayed in the next issue o f  T h e  L a w r e n t ia n
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V ik in g  w o m en  
ta k e  th ir d  in  M C  
tra c k  m eet
by Fred Andersen
This past weekend's Mid­
west Conference women s 
track and fieldchampionships 
featured a close battle between 
three top flight Division III 
teams. Lawrence, Coe, and 
Monmouth competed and 
pushed each other to greater 
heights during the meet held 
at LU's Whiting Field.
Coe, behind gutsy efforts 
by several individuals and re­
lay teams, won the conference 
championship, with
Monmouth edging LU out for 
second place.
One of the keys that led the 
Kohawks to victory was the 
amazing performance of 
middle-distance runner 
Brenda Heisner. Heisner be­
gan her Saturday performance 
by outlasting LU's national 
qualifier, Betsy Blahnik, in the 
400-meter dash. Her time of 
58.68 shattered the conference 
record set by Blahnik in last 
year's conference meet.
Heisner was not done, how­
ever. She went on to win and
break the conference record in 
the 200-yard dash, and that 
effort clinched the champion­
ship for Coe.
Lawrence had its share of 
gutsy efforts during the week­
end also. Heather Hill fought 
through fatigue caused by the 
warmest temperatues of this 
spring to place third in both 
the 5000- and 3000-meter runs 
on Saturday. Robin Dvorak 
continued LU's success in long­
distance races by taking sec­
ond in the 10,000-meter run.
The Vikings also competed 
well in field events and relay 
races. Diana Ling won the 
long-jump event and Bridget 
Nalls bested Barb Huss's na­
tional-qualifying distance in 
the triple-jump to take first.
In the relays, Ling, Nalls, 
Blahnik, and Debbie 
Czameicki won the 400-meter 
relay, while Vickie Leathers, 
Lauren Gatti, Czarniecki, and 
Blahnik combined to finish a 
close third in the 1600-meter 
relay. Czarniecki also took 
second in the 100-meter dash.
Bridget Nalls (left) set a school record and took first in the triple jum p while senior Debbie 
Czarniecki (right) anchored the winning 400-meter relay team in her final LTJ meet
Kick Peterson Photos
L U  m en 's  tra c k  has successes in  c o n fe re n c e
by Fred Andersen
Dan Sheridan, John 
Bachhuber, and Frank Sprtel 
each recorded high finishes 
for LU as the Viking men 
placed seventh in the Midwest 
Conference Championships 
held May 8 and 9 at Whiting 
Field. LU ended the meet 
with 21 points, compared with 
220 points for champion 
Monmouth, in the meet which
was dominated by Southern 
Division teams.
Senior Dan Sheridan began 
his fourth and final confer­
ence meet with a third-place 
finish in the 10,000-meter run 
on a very warm Friday after­
noon. His time of 32:52.06 
was a minute off the pace of 
the winner, Dan Schisler of 
Monmouth. On Saturday in 
the 5000-meter run, Sheridan
closed the gap by finishingonly 
13 seconds behind Schisler, 
and in the competitive field, 
Sheridan was able to take sixth 
place.
LU gained the majority of 
the rest of its points in field 
events, as five Viking athletes 
finished in the top eight in 
their respective events. Sopho­
more John Bachhuber was the 
top LU finisher in the field
events; he took fifth in the 
javelin with a throw of 165 
feet, nine inches.
On the track, however, the 
Northern Division schools were 
all but shut out from high fin­
ishes. The Southern Division 
teams of the conference took 
the top two placcs in all but 
two events, while besides 
Sheridan, only Frank Sprtel, 
who finished the 800-meter run
in under two minutes, and 
also Tom Cook and the Vi­
king 400-meter relay team 
were able to finish in the top- 
eight places for LU.
The order of finish in the 
men's conference meet was: 
Monmouth, Grinnell, Coe 
College, Cornell, St. Norbert, 
Beloit, Lawrence, Ripon, Illi­
nois College, and in tenth 
place, Knox College.
Vikes win six o f  last seven games
L U  b a s e b a ll ends season  
on  a  h ig h  n o te
The Lawrence baseball team 
recently completed its 1992 
season with home doublehead­
ers against Beloit and 
M.S.O.E., taking three offour 
games to finish the year with 
a 10-12 record (3-9 in confer­
ence).
In the first game against 
Beloit, the lead changed hands 
four times before Beloit finally 
emerged victorious by a score 
of 9-7. A t’iree-run double by 
junior C’.iris LeFever put the 
Vikings up 3-1 in the third, 
but 3eloit came back with four 
r\»ns in the top of the fifth to 
take a 6-4 lead.
In the home half of the fifth, 
consecutive RBI singles by 
sophomore Mike Spofford, jun­
ior Fred Andersen, and senior 
Bill Grierson put the Vikes 
back on top 7-6, and LU took 
that lead into the final inning. 
But with two outs in the sev­
enth and the Vikes on the 
verge of winning, Beloit put 
together a three-run rally to 
go ancau */-7. Lawrence put 
two men on with nobody out in 
the bottom of the seventh but 
failed to score and suffered 
the heart-breaking loss.
Sophomore Josh Szablewski 
took the loss on the mound for
the Vikes despite giving up 
only five earned runs. 
Grierson and Spofford each 
had three hits for LU while 
senior Craig Cook had two.
Lawrence came back strong 
in the nightcap to pummel 
Beloit 12-2 in a game that had 
a number of offensive stars. 
Grierson led off the LU first 
inning with a home run, and 
the Vikes never slowed down 
as they took a 10-1 lead after 
three innings. Freshman 
Korey Krueger, in addition to 
getting the win on the mound,
Baseball, cont. on p. 11
Senior Bill Grierson finished his Viking career in style by 
hitting .351, slugging 2 home runs, and scoring a team-high
15 runs Photo by Rick Peterson
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V ik e s ’ te n n is  team  p laces fo u rth  a t C o n feren ce
Every LU player competing 
in the Midwest Conference 
Championships last weekend 
at Coe College won at least 
match. Although no Viking 
player advanced to the finals 
of his respective bracket, the 
overall team effort led LU to a 
fourth-place finish out of 
eleven teams.
Tobin Laursen took the 
courts as LU's number-one 
singles competitor and de­
feated Cornell's Mark 
Swanson 6-2, 6-3. Afler drop­
ping the first set of his quar­
ter-final match, the freshman 
from Iowa rebounded to take 
the second set 3-6. A third-set 
loss eliminated Laursen from 
the tournament, however.
LU’s most consistent player 
in 1992, Yura Letuchy, repre­
sented LU in number-two 
singles, and he advanced to 
the semifinals with a 6-0, 6-2 
win over Tom Zellmer of St. 
Norbert. Letuchy then won 
the first set of his match 
against Steve Sprinkman of
conference champion Ripon. 
Letuchy could not hold off the 
Redmen player, however, and 
the LU player lost 6-7, 6-2, 6-
2. Even with the semifinal 
loss at the conference meet , 
Letuchy tied a school record 
with 14 singles wins for the 
season.
Each of the three Viking 
doubles teams, including the 
number one team of Laursen 
and Letuchy, advanced past 
the quarterfinals.
The team of Jason Spaeth
and Darren Opel defeated 
Monmouth in a first-round 
match 6-1, 6-1, and the team 
of Rich Tadych and Drew 
McDonald helped LU gain 
points from the number-three 
doubles spot with a 6-2, 6-2 
win.
Letuchy and Laursen, 
meanwhile, advanced their 
season doubles record to 12-3 
with their 6-1,6-0 victory over 
Beloit before falling to Coe.
LU's 42 points were 54 less 
than champion Ripon's total.
Im p ro v e d  s o ftb a ll te a m  
e a rn s  th ird -p la c e  f in is h
The experience and leader­
ship from the seniors and the 
enthusiasm ofthe underclass­
men led the 1992 Viking soft­
ball team to a 6-8-2 record and 
a third-place finish in the Mid­
west Conference.
LU started the season with 
a doubleheader sweep over 
Grinnell College during its 
annual Florida trip. The 11-6 
and 11-10 scores showed that 
LU had the offensive skill and 
mental toughness to play in
high-scoring, close ballgames. 
This trait would prove to help 
the Vikes later in the season.
On April 8, Ripon visited 
LU’s home diamond and com­
bined with the Vikings for 51 
runs during a doubleheader. 
LU prevailed with a win and 
a tie in the 13-12 and 13-13 
games as the Vikes battled 
back from big deficits in both 
games.
After a mid-season, six- 
game losing streak, LU again
B aseball and softb all fin a l sta tistics
B aseba ll
Player 
Craig Cook
Bill Grierson
Fred Andersen 
Kirk Jaeckel
Chris LeFever 
Bob DeMeuse 
Mike Spofford
Matt Smith
Steve Carroll 
Aaron Haas 
Jon Maki
Brian Toomey 
TOTALS
10- 12 overall, 3-9 in Midwest Conference
R H Avg. 2B H R RBI S B Fid.
14 2 6  .5 0 0 7 2 1 7 1 .8 8 0
11 18 .3 6 7 1 3 11 0 .8 4 2
1 5 2 0  .3 5 1 1 2 13 4 1 .0 0
2 3 .3 3 3 1 0 2 0 1 .0 0
2 1 .3 3 3 0 0 0 1 .0 0 0
12 2 0  .3 2 8 3 0 8 7 .9 6 4
9 18 .3 1 0 6 i 14 0 .9 4 7
14 19  .2 9 2 5 1 13 0 .9 0 0
8 13 .2 8 9 1 0 12 1 .7 9 3
r 0 2  .2 8 6 0 0 0 0 1.00
5 1 .250 0 0 1 0 1.00
12 3 .231 2 0 1 3 .889
1 4  .222 0 0 3 0 .917
6 3  .200 1 0 1 0 .778
13 9  .188 4 1 8 0 .938
L 4 2 .1 8 2 0 1 3 0 .9 7 2
2 4  .167 0 0 1 0 .9 7 9
130166 .307 32 11 108 17 .9 2 0
PITCHING W L ERA Gms. Inn. H BB K
Josh Blakely 0 0 0 .00 1 1.0 1 2 0
Steve Carroll 0 1 0.00 1 1.0 1 0 1
Korey Krueger 6 1 3.00 7 39.0 39 16 26
Brian Toomey 0 1 6.32 5 29.1 27 13 8
Jon Maki 1 4 6.46 8 30.2 44 17 18
Josh Szablewski 3 5 8.19 10 40.2 61 21 43
Fred Andersen 0 0 14.29 5 5.2 14 5 2
TOTALS 10 12 6.19 22 133.2 18774 98
S o ftba ll 6-8-2 overall, 3-4-1 in Midwest Conference 
Player R H Avg. 2B 3B HR RBI Fid.
Katy Decker 17 23.489 12 3 1 25 .863 
Dawn Ransom 8 8.471 1 0 0 4 .650 
Kristi Jahn 15 17.415 1 0 0 11 .929
Jolene Crook 
Judy Hayes 
Stephanie Ash
22 16.372 1 1 
6 4.308 0 0 
17 14 .286 2 1
Rachel Baus 5 5.278 0 0
Aya Alpert 9 9.273 0 0
Jenny Schmidt 17 13.250 3 0
CaraR'kenberg 11 7.250 0 1
AbbyVogen 11 10.222 0 2
Chris Fossen 4 2.167 0 0
Rico Morita 3 1.063 0 0
Ch'maine Tisdell 0 0.000 0 0
Sam' Bohlinger 1 0.000 0 0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12 .975 
1 1.00  
17 .813
3 .706 
8 .830
10 1 .00
7 .000
10 .926
4 .333
2
0
1
.750
.000
.000
Ingrid Niehans 0 0.000 0 0 0 0 .756 
TOTALS 146129.309 20 8 2 115 .875
Other Statistics:
STOLEN BASES: Alpert 5, Baus 2, Fossen 2, Ransom 1, Crook 1, 
Ash 1, Schmidt 1, Vogen 1. Team 14 
BASES ON BALLS: Ash 22, Crook 17, Vogen 14, Decker 12, 
Schmidt 12, Jahn 10, Alpert 9, Ransom 8, Baus 7, R'kenberg 6, 
Fossen 5, Morita 4, Hayes 3, Bohlinger 1. Team 130
PITCHING W L ERA Gms. Inn. BBK
Ingrid Niehans 5 6 10.02 15 73.2 56 16
Aya Alpert 1 1 11.57 5 21.0 10 4
Judy Hayes 0 1 12.00 2 3.0 1 0
TOTALS 8 6 10.41 16 97.2 67 20
hosted Ripon, and again, the 
Vikes overcame deficits to de­
feat and tie the Redmen. The
25 runs LU scored in game 
one were a school record, and 
the three-run comeback by the 
Vikes in game two provided 
LU with a chance to grab third 
place with victories over Lake 
Forest.
The Vikings played spec­
tacular ball and swept the 
Foresters for the first time in 
school history.
B aseba ll, 
from  p.10
collected two hits and two 
RBI’s. Cook also contrib­
uted two hits, and LeFever 
added two hits and four runs 
batted in.
Lawrence’s offense picked 
up right where it left off with 
a non-conference double- 
header sweep of M.S.O.E. to 
conclude the season. A 19-3 
victory in game one was 
sparked by an 11-run sec­
ond inning and the five-hit 
pitching of Krueger. For the 
game, Cook drove in four 
runs while Grierson drove 
in three  and K rueger, 
Spofford, and Szablewski 
each drove in two. 
Szablewski also added a 
home run.
The second game was not 
so easy, however, as 
M.S.O.E. jumped out to a 5- 
0 lead afler an inning and a 
half. A five-run rally by LU 
in the bottom of the second 
tied the game, and the Vikes 
eventually took a one-run 
lead in the third with the 
help of two M.S.O.E. errors.
After working out of a 
bases-loaded jam in 
M.S.O.E.’s half ofthe fourth, 
Lawrence added two more 
runs in their half to ice the 
victory for Szablewski, who 
had come on to pitch in relief 
in the second inning.
Kristi Jahn hit .415 to help LU  to a 6-8-2 record
Photo by Rick Peterson
Tobin Laursen
p»*e 12 etc. T h e  L aw ren tian
(G reen  cont. from p .7) 
friends and neighbors make 
to nature and we pledge our­
selves to clean up after them.
The great amount of gar­
bage that we collected this year 
on theSaturday of Earth Week 
was quite depressing. Some 
people simply feel that there 
is no reason to find a trash can 
in which to dispose of their 
leftover Hardee’s bag or their 
baby-wipe container. Various 
types of paper, plastic, metal, 
and tin were collected as well 
as ceiling tiles and styrofoam. 
I,ast year we actually picked 
up more than three tim es the 
am ountoftrash than th isyear  
because it was the first time 
that such a clean-up had been 
organized. Our job was a little 
less intense this time around, 
although we were still proud 
of the amount that we col­
lected.
The turnout of Lawrentians 
was alm ost as depressing as 
the garbage itself. Only eight 
brave LU stu d en ts vo lun­
teered their service and time 
to show their love for what we 
have left ofthe earth. Some of 
the excuses for non-participa­
tion that I heard later in the 
day were: “We were going to 
go, but we didn’t wake up,” “I 
didn’t think with the poor 
weather that anything was 
going on,” and “I had too much 
to do.” Lame. It’s three hours 
out of your life that you can 
give to get up, brave the drizzle 
(we barely had any), and feel 
good about making the earth 
live a few days, weeks, or years 
longer.
Libby Kurten, Gina 
Seegers, Rashne Jehangir, 
Melisa Kotecki, Kathy Metzo, 
Anne Black, Joan Wittlinger, 
and m yself dedicated our 
momingtocigarette butts, wet 
newspaper, fast food contain­
ers, milk jugs, beer cans, and 
numerous other stuff, some of 
it unidentifiable, in addition 
to watching innocent bunnies 
get hit by passing cars. Now, 
you may say, “Good for them, 
I’m glad I didn’t have to drag 
myself out of bed. At least 
someone took care of the 
mess.” But the truth of the 
matter is that no one should 
have to do it. There shouldn’t 
be a mess. We all need to do 
our part so that no one has to 
clean up afler us. Just look 
around you on campus. The 
number of cigarette butts is 
incredible. There are gum 
wrappers, chewed gum, and 
even used tissue everywhere. 
And what about those run­
away papers that no one both­
ers to pick up?
Since you all missed out on 
the April 25 collection, how 
about leaving for class one 
minute early next time so that 
you can find a trash can for 
that tissue, an ash tray for 
that cigarette, or so you can
Julie H uff (right) and Nichole Hamilton getting pie served up the hard way.
(Photo by Roger Duncan)
pick up afler someone who 
accidentally  pulled a gum  
wrapper out of their pocket 
with their pen. It would make 
the grass a lot greener and 
nicer to sit on. (Plus, your 
grandkids will thank you!)
(Left cont. from p.6)
ceived by women as a neces­
sity if not a right, so long as 
pregnancies occur in women’s 
bodies.
What has the white, male 
lawgiver to say to any of 
us? To those of us who love life 
too m uch to w i l l i n g l y  
bring more children into a 
world saturated w i t h
death? Abortion, for many 
women, is more t h a n
an experience of suffering be­
yond anything m ostm enw ill 
everknow; it is an act of mercy, 
and an act of self-defense. 
Alice Walker
(Celebrate! cont. from  p .l
cal stage. Considering that 
Lawrence is widely known for 
its music program, it seem s 
silly that its pride and joy are 
hidden away behind Main Hall 
or in the Music-Drama Cen­
ter.
The various music stages, 
the food and of course the beer 
would all remain, but more 
art would be present. Empha­
sizing the arts would not de­
tract from Celebrate!, but en­
hance it.
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updates.
On May 6, Laurie from the 
Bubolz nature center was on 
campus leading an outdoor 
type of Playfair. You may have 
seen a group of Lawrentians 
playing tag and hoola-hoop or 
building a pyramid on the 
Main Hall green. Thanks to 
those fun souls who took a few 
minutes out to join us! It was 
a frolicking good time!
Last Thursday, May 7, Phil 
Arnold led a trip to Devil’s 
Lake to do some rock climb­
ing. Seven people went and 
only a few were experienced. 
It was a wonderful and suc­
cessful day.
This weekend, May 16 & 
17, there is a trip to Rock Is­
land in Door County to camp 
and hike. On May 16 there is 
also a skydiving trip sponsored 
by the club. Wish us luck and 
screaming ability! Unfortu­
nately these trips are full, but 
you can will good weather 
upon us anyway!
If you have any ideas for 
other trips or would like to 
lead one, come to our meet­
ings at 6:00 p.m. on Wednes­
days in the ORC house! Or, 
contact any member. Keep
(R H D co n t. from p i )  
vidual interviews, the candi­
dates m eet with Lawrence 
staff and students at formal 
interviews and an informal 
reception. They also get tours 
of the campus and a general 
in tro d u c tio n  to life  a t  
Lawrence. After that, the 
choices are made and the can­
didates are notified. Thisyear, 
the final decision will be made 
by the end of May.
Although we will welcome 
th e  new  a d d it io n s  to 
Lawrence, we all will greatly 
m iss the three RHD’s who are
Viking Brewmiester Russ Scott comes away with a cold one. 
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Celebrate! ’92
A little clowning around at Celebrate! '92. 
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Greg Tsitsis-will he get dunked this time? 
You betcha! (Photo by Roger Duncan)
